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ABSTRACT
Context. The Cassini spacecraft has been orbiting Saturn since 2004 and has returned images of satellites with an astrometric resolu-

tion as high as a few hundred meters per pixel.
Aims. We used the images taken by the Narrow Angle Camera (NAC) of the Image Science Subsystem (ISS) instrument on board
Cassini, for the purpose of astrometry.
Methods. We applied the same method that was previously developed to reduce Cassini NAC images of Mimas and Enceladus.
Results. We provide 5463 astrometric positions in right ascension and declination (α, δ) of the satellites: Tethys, Dione, Rhea, Iapetus,
and Phoebe, using images that were taken by Cassini NAC between 2004 and 2012. the mean residuals compared to the JPL ephemeris
SAT365 are of the order of hundreds of meters with standard deviations of the order of a few kilometers. The frequency analysis of
the residuals shows the remaining unmodelled effects of satellites on the dynamics of other satellites.
Key words. astrometry – planets and satellites: individual: Tethys – planets and satellites: individual: Dione –

planets and satellites: individual: Rhea – planets and satellites: individual: Iapetus – planets and satellites: individual: Phoebe

1. Introduction

interior than was previously believed and may have a subsurface
ocean.

The origin and orbital evolution of the Saturnian moons has long
been a debated topic. The intensity of the tides that are the main
driver for orbital migration are usually described at first order
by the Love number k2 (set to 0.341, Gavrilov & Zharkov 1977)
and the quality factor Q. While the dissipation factor of Saturn
has been estimated in the past to be Q = 18 000 (Sinclair 1983),
Lainey et al. (2012) reported a new value of Q = 1682 ± 540
based on Hubble Space Telescope (HST) and ground-based astrometry from over a century of observations, yielding a fast expansion of the satellites’ semi-major axes. This new result allows a recently published model Charnoz et al. (2011), which
forms the mid-sized moons in the rings, to place the moons
at their current distances from Saturn, contrary to the classic
models that form the main moons in the subnebula of Saturn
(Canup & Ward 2002, 2006; Mosqueira & Estrada 2003, 2003;
Sasaki et al. 2010; Sekine & Genda 2012), which raises the question how old the rings and moons of Saturn are. On the other
hand, the interiors of the Saturnian satellites are still not entirely understood. Some suggest that there is an internal global
ocean under Enceladus’ icy shell (Nimmo & Pappalardo 2006;
Lainey et al. 2012), others suggest a subsurface “sea” localized
in its south polar region (Collins & Goodman 2007; Iess et al.
2014). Meanwhile, the physical forced libration measurements
(Tajeddine et al. 2014) suggest that Mimas has a more complex
?

Full Table 1 is only available at the CDS via anonymous ftp to
cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via
http://cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/qcat?J/A+A/575/A73

Spacecraft astrometry has proven to be an indispensable
tool for accurate orbit modelling, and many spacecraft images
were used for the purpose of astrometry. For instance, from
Voyager 2 optical images, Jacobson (1991, 1992) provided astrometric positions of the Neptunian and Uranian main satellites. Mars Express observations were used to reduce the positions of the Martian satellites Phobos and Deimos (Willner
et al. 2008, Pasewaldt et al. 2012). Cassini ISS observations have
also been used for astrometric reduction; Cooper et al. (2006)
modelled the orbits of the Jovian moons Amalthea and Thebe,
Tajeddine et al. (2013) provided astrometric positions of Mimas
and Enceladus, Cooper et al. (2014) presented astrometry of the
small inner moons of Saturn, Atlas, Prometheus, Pandora, Janus,
and Epimetheus, Cooper et al. (2014) reduced mutual-event observations of the mid-sized icy moons of Saturn, and Desmars
et al. (2013) used the astrometric positions presented in this paper to model the orbit of Phoebe. The reduction of Cassini observations has provided very accurate astrometric positions of satellites that can reach a low error of one kilometer at times. This
accuracy of astrometry is essential to answer questions related
to the origin and orbital evolution of the satellites.
In this work we provide a total number of 5240 astrometric positions of the Saturnian moons Tethys, Dione, Rhea,
and Iapetus using Cassini ISS NAC images taken during the
period of 2004–2012. We also reduced 223 observations of
Phoebe taken during a seven-day flyby from 6 and 13 June 2004
upon Cassini’s orbit insertion around the system of Saturn.
This paper is an application of and a follow up work to
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Table 1. Sample of the results given by the astrometric reduction.
Image name

Date

Time
(UTC)

Body

N1488792471
N1516306266
N1607518847
N1634462888
N1689373331
N1465843590
N1476738296
N1525358637
N1584876868
N1648324738
N1498352314
N1519429339
N1573887766
N1648507928
N1713643243
N1467546365
N1469147873
N1490511460
N1522011157
N1645501132
N1465179727
N1465732181

2005 Mar. 06
2006 Jan. 18
2008 Dec. 09
2009 Oct. 17
2011 Jul. 14
2004 Jun. 13
2004 Oct. 17
2006 May 03
2008 Mar. 22
2010 Mar. 26
2005 Jun. 25
2006 Feb. 23
2007 Nov. 16
2010 Mar. 28
2012 Apr. 20
2004 Jul. 03
2004 Jul. 22
2005 Mar. 26
2006 Mar. 25
2010 Feb. 22
2004 Jun. 06
2004 Jun. 12

09:01:16.492
19:41:34.243
12:21:10.051
08:45:18.898
21:33:07.063
18:22:24.742
20:39:39.732
14:13:25.366
10:57:30.789
19:14:29.180
00:30:57.980
23:12:27.562
06:27:06.344
22:07:38.612
19:09:05.743
11:21:48.574
00:13:13.632
06:30:51.865
20:22:29.359
02:54:44.234
01:58:05.906
11:25:33.392

TETHYS
TETHYS
TETHYS
TETHYS
TETHYS
DIONE
DIONE
DIONE
DIONE
DIONE
RHEA
RHEA
RHEA
RHEA
RHEA
IAPETUS
IAPETUS
IAPETUS
IAPETUS
IAPETUS
PHOEBE
PHOEBE

α
(deg)

δ
(deg)

σα × cos δ
(deg)

92.778980 –3.796824 0.748 × 10−4
340.066845 –3.242110 0.509 × 10−4
231.637595 –57.754925 0.984 × 10−4
258.467780 4.652561 0.603 × 10−4
211.214592 6.246393 0.873 × 10−4
36.955880 10.325607 0.734 × 10−4
45.799575
7.084862 0.703 × 10−4
325.468582 –2.049243 0.724 × 10−4
243.770377 –73.175920 0.445 × 10−4
272.067117 3.625761 0.519 × 10−4
122.151703 21.057854 0.958 × 10−4
115.046994 –1.232905 0.620 × 10−4
273.634088 –5.245335 0.444 × 10−4
287.049258 2.223075 0.427 × 10−4
263.538117 4.422644 0.111 × 10−3
97.982439 25.335604 0.370 × 10−4
351.813383 27.734152 0.692 × 10−4
234.575820 –14.830883 0.602 × 10−4
64.684396 17.458610 0.571 × 10−4
130.042154 40.677053 0.973 × 10−4
19.615527
2.686992 0.726 × 10−4
199.185856 –2.679169 0.566 × 10−4

the previously published Cassini astrometry on Mimas and
Enceladus (Tajeddine et al. 2013). Astrometry for Titan and
Hyperion is not given here because of the former’s atmosphere
and the latter’s chaotic rotation, which both affect the centre of
figure-finding.
The method for astrometry previously developed by
Tajeddine et al. (2013) is briefly recalled in Sect. 2. A sample
of the astrometric observations and an analysis of the residuals
are given in Sect. 3. We conclude in Sect. 4.

2. Method
All the Cassini ISS NAC images were downloaded from
the Planetary Data System (PDS) website1 . Each image was
first submitted to photometric calibration with the software
CISSCAL (West et al. 2010). We extracted the mid-time in UTC
of each observation from the image’s header. Using the available
online SPICE library2 (Acton 1996) we determined the right ascension and declination (αc , δc ) of the NAC centre of the field
of view. The Cassini camera orientation and its field of view are
useful to know which stars are expected to be seen in the image. We used the UCAC2 star catalogue (Zacharias et al. 2004)
as a reference for camera-pointing correction. The stellar right
ascension and declination (α∗ , δ∗ ) in this catalogue are given in
the International Celestial Reference Frame (ICRF).
The astrometric reduction model we developed consists of
the following: the stellar coordinates (α∗ , δ∗ ) are first corrected
for proper motion, aberration, relativistic effects, and change
of the observer location from the solar system barycentre to
the Cassini spacecraft (Kaplan et al. 1989). These coordinates
are then converted using gnomonic projection from the celestial
sphere (with a field of view of ≈0.35◦ × 0.35◦ ) to the tangential
coordinates (X, Y) on the camera CCD plane (Eichhorn 1974).
These coordinates are then converted into the camera as sample
and line coordinates using the NAC scale factor and twist angle θ
(known within 90 µrad of error, Tajeddine et al. 2013).
With this model, the NAC pointing correction was achieved
by fitting the positions of the catalogue stars (projected onto the
1
2

http://pds.nasa.gov/
http://naif.jpl.nasa.gov/naif/
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σδ
(deg)
0.754 × 10−4
0.517 × 10−4
0.713 × 10−4
0.605 × 10−4
0.874 × 10−4
0.720 × 10−4
0.733 × 10−4
0.685 × 10−4
0.506 × 10−4
0.513 × 10−4
0.957 × 10−4
0.618 × 10−4
0.472 × 10−4
0.530 × 10−4
0.111 × 10−3
0.371 × 10−4
0.648 × 10−4
0.702 × 10−4
0.656 × 10−4
0.975 × 10−4
0.726 × 10−4
0.900 × 10−4

αc
(deg)

δc
(deg)

Twist angle Sample Line Stars
(deg)
(pixel) (pixel)

92.786789 –3.754339 313.375379 617.08 442.98
340.093377 –3.262906 95.527651 564.38 428.83
231.873637 -57.803630 295.095817 541.11 903.61
258.466835 4.643740 272.898379 485.69 510.06
211.221581 6.244102 179.194867 491.35 504.54
36.960472 10.326720 70.020258 512.95 498.02
45.867081
7.057507
89.289739 593.64 317.29
325.481803 –2.021773 340.395996 574.63 449.01
243.704923 –73.154482 282.973903 560.01 443.67
272.049364 3.638516 283.126570 535.97 452.78
122.150751 21.058731 353.011304 509.24 508.65
115.065046 –1.214621 10.398534 553.61 449.60
273.621595 –5.281299 275.127298 403.88 484.76
287.030524 2.223708 275.907376 507.72 457.05
263.537115 4.421919 184.435024 514.24 509.17
97.981345 25.330618 107.220950 526.23 509.95
351.887600 27.740003 95.601067 475.90 322.65
234.595862 –14.798196 15.991034 539.53 404.38
64.684161 17.457489 357.032748 510.68 514.73
130.064431 40.654763 116.204594 548.04 438.64
19.586931
2.689657
67.838083 472.91 585.66
199.184197 –2.682271 292.059142 501.31 510.42

7
16
10
11
5
12
9
12
22
17
4
10
21
24
3
39
10
7
13
4
22
38

image) to the detected ones. Stellar detection was made using
the IDL3 -based routine “FIND” (Stetson 1987), which searches
(pixel by pixel) for Gaussian signals in the image.
The next step is measuring the satellite centre of figure; for
the good resolution of Cassini images, a limb can be measured.
To do so, we measured the limb by searching the highest absolute value of the derivative of the pixel intensity plots. We
then projected the satellite’s three-dimensional ellipsoidal shape
given by Thomas (2010) onto the image and adjusted the projected ellipse to the measured limb points. We typically fitted
five parameters of the ellipse, the center sample and line (s, l) coordinates, the semi-major and semi-minor axes, and the ellipse
orientation. The ellipse axes are fixed by the projection onto the
image, and its orientation is fixed by the satellite known orientation of the poles (Archinal et al. 2011), and the camera twist angle, which leaves the ellipse sample and line (s, l) coordinates to
be fitted; these represent the pixel coordinates of the satellite on
the image. After measuring the satellite imaged position in sample and line (s, l), right ascension (α s ) and declination (δ s ) are
obtained by inverting the transformations described above. For
more details on the astrometric model we used, the limb measurement, ellipse fitting methods, and the comparison with the
classical model, we refer to Tajeddine et al. (2013).

3. Astrometric observations
A total number of 5463 astrometric positions of the satellites
Tethys, Dione, Rhea, Iapetus, and Phoebe were reduced, applying the method described in the previous section. Table 1 gives
a sample of the complete set of reduced observations, which are
available on the CDS website. The variables in this table are described as follows: image name, date and exposure mid-time of
the image (UTC), satellite name, right ascension and declination
of the satellite (in the ICRF), observation uncertainties in right
ascension and declination, right ascension and declination of the
camera pointing vector, twist angle (defined in Tajeddine et al.
2013), sample and line (in pixels) of the observed satellite in the
image, and finally the number of the detected stars in the image.
3

IDL Astronomy User’s Library URL: http://idlastro.gsfc.
nasa.gov/
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All the angle variables are given in degrees. Note that the image sample coordinates are reversed compared to those given by
Cooper et al. (2014) because of a difference in the definition of
the sample and line origin. Figure 1 shows a small sample of the
reduced images.
This work and the previous ones (Tajeddine et al. 2013;
Cooper et al. 2014) do not provide the Cassini astrometry of
Titan because its atmosphere prevents determining its shape
or the location of its limb, therefore the astrometric positions
are inaccurate. Hence, more complex limb detection and fitting
methods need to be developed for this satellite. The astrometric
positions of Hyperion are not given either. Its irregular shape is
problematic for limb fitting, but this problem can be solved with
the ellipsoidal approximation as we did for Phoebe (Fig. 1e). The
chaotic rotation is the most difficult problem for Hyperion because its orientation (relative to Cassini) is unpredictable, which
makes it impossible to know which part of the ellipsoid is to be
projected onto the CCD plane. The only solution would be fitting all the five parameters of the ellipsoid to only one visible
limb of an irregular body, which would increase the errors on
the astrometric positions to a few tens of kilometers.
Tethys, Dione, and Rhea were less of a challenge for Cassini
astrometry. Their surfaces are smooth enough for limb measurement and centre-of-figure finding, although the larger the
satellite, the lower its resolution since the whole satellite has to
be seen in the field of view plus the background sky for star
detection.
The “two-faced” surface of Iapetus (Fig. 1d) was challenging, however; either the exposure time was short enough to make
the surface patterns on the bright side visible, but too short to
measure the limb on the dark side, or it was long enough to make
the surface patterns on the dark side visible, but too long so that
the limb on the bright side seemed larger. The best images for
Iapetus astrometry are when the spacecraft is observing one side
at a time.
Lastly, the center-of-figure finding for Phoebe was the most
complicated of all. Its shape is so irregular (Fig. 1e) that limb
detection was very difficult especially near the terminator where
any topographic elevation can be taken for a limb point; sometimes the maximum of the light change is not located at the limb
but at a crater on the satellite which can trick the limb detection program. In addition, fitting an ellipsoid to such an irregular
shape does not provide the best astrometry. The best solution
would be to build a 3D model of Phoebe based on a high order of spherical harmonics expansion similar to the work done
on Phobos (Willner et al. 2014). Phoebe was only observed in
high resolution during the seven days of the Cassini flyby in
June 2004 immediately before orbit insertion. Because it is very
far from Saturn, it will not be observed in high resolution by the
Cassini spacecraft again. These observations have already been
used by Desmars et al. (2013) to study the orbit of Phoebe.
3.1. Analysis of the residuals

Figure 2 shows the residuals relative to the JPL ephemeris
SAT365 in right ascension (α cos δ) and declination (δ) converted into kilometers as a function of time. Mean values and
standard deviations of residuals are given in Table 2. The residuals are given in kilometers and not in angle units or image pixels
because the distance between the spacecraft and the satellite vary
significantly from one image to another, which in turn varies the
image resolution; the same applies to angle units. Therefore, giving the residuals in pixels or in angle units is not as informative
as giving them in kilometers. Table 3 shows the percentage of

��

��

��

��

��

Fig. 1. Sample of the reduced images of a) Tethys; b) Dione; c) Rhea;
d) Iapetus; e) Phoebe. Expected and measured positions of UCAC2
stars are superimposed on the images.

residuals that are lower than their estimated observation uncertainties in α cos δ and δ. If the observation uncertainties were
well estimated, one would expect a percentage of about 66.7%.
If the percentage were lower than this value, then the uncertainties have been underestimated. If it was greater, then the uncertainties would have been overestimated. The table shows that for
Tethys the uncertainties have a good estimation, but they seem
to be overestimated for Dione and Rhea. this may be because the
uncertainty on each limb point measurement is fixed to 0.5 pixel,
and since the surfaces of Dione and Rhea are smoother than
that of Tethys, the location of the limb for those two satellites
could be known to within less than 0.5 pixels. Tajeddine et al.
(2013) have shown that the heavily crated surface of Mimas decreases the accuracy in the center-of-figure measurement, causing an underestimation of the uncertainties. Indeed, the same
phenomenon is clearly noticeable for Phoebe, where the uncertainties on the astrometric positions are underestimated. This is
due to (as mentioned earlier in Sect. 3) the fit of a regular ellipsoid to an irregular body. For Iapetus, the uncertainties seem to
be underestimated as well; one explanation is in the large equatorial ridge that is not included in the shape model; another is the
color difference that sometimes tricked the limb measurement,
as noted earlier in the same section.
Cooper et al. (2014) reduced the MUTUALEVE observations, which have a specific geometry in which the phase angle
varies by about 90–100 deg and the Sun is always located around
the positive line direction. They reported a clear systematic bias
in the increasing line direction because only one part of the satellite is observed, which shifts the centre of figure in the same
A73, page 3 of 6
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Fig. 2. Residuals of Tethys, Dione, Rhea, Iapetus, and Rhea to SAT365 ephemeris in α cos δ and δ, converted to kilometers. For Phoebe, day 0
represents 6 June 2004.
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Table 2. Mean values with standard deviations of residuals with respect
to the JPL SAT365 ephemeris.

Tethys
Dione
Rhea
Iapetus
Phoebe

h(O–C)α cos δ i
0.9
–0.6
–0.3
2.9
–0.3

h(O–C)δ i
–0.1
–0.4
–0.1
–1.2
1.4

σα cos δ
4.5
5.2
3.1
5.8
3.5

σδ
3.7
4.0
2.4
5.4
3.1

Notes. All numbers are in kilometers.

%(O-C)α cos δ < σα cos δ
61.7
71.5
73.7
30.9
10.8

Tethys

Residuals in the sun direction (pixel)

Table 3. Percentage of observations with (O−C) lower than the observation uncertainty in α cos δ and in δ.

Tethys
Dione
Rhea
Iapetus
Phoebe

Residuals orthogonal to the sun direction (pixel)

R. Tajeddine et al.: Cassini ISS astrometry of the Saturnian satellites: Tethys, Dione, Rhea, Iapetus, and Phoebe 2004–2012

Dione

%(O-C)δ < σδ
66.0
70.8
81.2
44.6
17.9

direction. The JPL ephemerides are only based on these types
of observations and the those called SATELLORB, which likewise have a specific observation geometry. Here we analysed
every Cassini ISS NAC image found in the database4 . Some of
these observations were originally designed for geological studies where the satellite occupies most of the image, and stellar detection is very difficult in such situations because the stars are either hidden behind the satellite, or the exposure time is too short
because of the satellite’s high brightness (as shown by Tajeddine
et al. 2013). The image resolution varied between 0.4 km/pix
(for a flyby of a moon as small as Phoebe) and 70 km/pix (the
poorest resolution of a large moon like Rhea), the phase angle
has a wide range of values, resulting in images varying from
the barely visible to a full moon, with the Sun in no fixed direction in the images. Figure 3 shows the residuals (in pixels)
for all the satellites, represented in a frame where the X-axis is
oriented towards the Sun. The figure does not show any obvious bias in the direction of the Sun. One explanation can be that
the limb-detection parameters were adjusted to adapt to the variation of the phase angle in different images. For instance, the
limb-detection sensitivity for high phase-angle observations was
set to a much higher value than of low-phase observations. This
does not mean that there is no effect of the Sun on the residuals.
Figure 3 shows that the residuals are more widely spread in the
solar direction than those orthogonal to the solar direction, and
the irregular shape of Phoebe is the best example. Thus, the solar phase angle does affect the astrometric residuals but here it is
rather randomized because of the random solar geometry.

Rhea

Iapetus

Phoebe

3.2. Frequency analysis

The residuals in Fig. 2 were also given in kilometers for the purpose of frequency analysis. We analysed the residuals in right
ascension and in declination for all the satellites, using the frequency mapping FAMOUS5 . Table 4 shows the results of the
analysis for each satellite. All the amplitudes of the detection
periods are in order of magnitude of the standard deviation
of the residuals (Table 2); this adds noise to the detected signals. Moreover, the larger the satellite, the lower the imaging
4
5

Planetary Data System (PDS) http://pds.nasa.gov/
ftp://ftp.obsnice.fr/pub/mignard/Famous

Fig. 3. Residuals of Tethys, Dione, Rhea, Iapetus, and Rhea to SAT365
ephemeris in pixel represented in a frame where X-axis is in the Sun
direction.

resolution becomes, which is another source of error in the
frequency analysis.
For Tethys, three periods were detected: 1.37 and 1.88 days
corresponding to the orbital periods of Enceladus and Tethys, respectively, and the last one of 1.34 days is the beat period (T beat )
A73, page 5 of 6
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Table 4. Frequency analysis of the residuals.
Periods (day)
Satellite Orbital Detected Amplitude (km)
1.37
0.9
Tethys
1.888
1.88
0.6
1.34
0.8
21.82
3.4
Dione
2.737
2.75
1.2
1.12
1.7
20.15
0.8
Rhea
4.518
1.31
0.8
499.95
4.7
Iapetus 79.321
16.43
2.2
Phoebe 550.565
–
–

Origin
En. period
Te. period
beat: Te. – Rh.
Hy. period
Di. period
beat: Di. – Te.
Hy. period
beat: Rh. – Te.
Ph. period
beat: Ia. – Hy.
–

Notes. The orbital periods for each satellite are given for comparison.

between the orbital period of Tethys (T 1 ) of 1.888 days and the
period (T 2 ) of 4.57 days close to the period of Rhea (4.528 days),
where the beat period is defined as
1

1
1
·
(1)
−
T beat
T1 T2
For Dione, the strongest signal is recorded for a period
of 21.82 days, which is very close the orbital period of
Hyperion (21.276 days), followed by a period of 2.75 days, close
to the orbital period of Dione (2.737 days). The last signal is the
beat period between the orbital period of Dione and the period
of 1.88 days, which is the orbital period of Tethys.
For Rhea, two signals were detected. One for a period
of 20.15 days that may correspond to the orbital period of
Hyperion, the other signal is for a period of 1.31 days, which
results in beat period between the orbital period of Rhea and the
period of 1.88 days, which again is the orbital period of Tethys.
For Iapetus, the strongest signal has a period of 499.95 days.
This may be the orbital period of Phoebe (550.57 days). The last
signal has a period of 16.43 days, which results in a beat period
between orbital period of Iapetus and the period of 20.71 days
that could be the orbital period of Hyperion.
Finally, no periodic signals were found in the residuals of
Phoebe which is due to the short observation time and the high
residuals.
The frequency analysis of the astrometric residuals shows
few possible remaining effects that were not entirely accounted
for in the latest (at the time of writing) JPL ephemeris SAT365.
In particular, the orbital period of Tethys seems to appear in the
residuals of Tethys, Dione, and Rhea.
=

4. Conclusion
We provide astrometric positions of four of the main moons
of Saturn: Tethys, Dione, Rhea, and Iapetus, for a time span
of 2004–2012. In addition, we reduced the observations of
the 7 day flyby of Phoebe in June 2004. The total number of
astrometric positions given in this paper is 5463. The residuals
to the JPL ephemeris SAT365 are of the order of few kilometers which is an improvement of two orders of magnitude in
astrometric accuracy in comparison to earth-based astrometry
(where the residuals are in the order of hundreds of kilometers).
Unlike Tethys, Dione, and Rhea, the center of figure finding was
more complicated for Iapetus (because of the change of colors
between the two side), and for Phoebe (because of the fit of a
regular ellipsoid to an irregularly shaped body). The astrometric
A73, page 6 of 6

positions of Titan were not provided because of its atmosphere
that prevents the detection of the actual limb of the satellite; this
requires a more sophisticated method for limb detection than the
one used in this work. The astrometric positions of Hyperion
were also not provided because of its chaotic rotation so limb
fitting results in astrometric positions that are as bad as selecting
the center of figure of the moon manually.
Frequency analysis of the residuals reveals some effects
that were not completely accounted for. The orbital period of
Enceladus was detected in the residuals of Tethys, which its
orbital period was detected in each of the residuals of Tethys,
Dione, and Rhea. The orbital period of Dione was detected in
the residuals of the same moon. The orbital period of Rhea was
detected in the residuals of Tethys. There might be signatures of
the orbital period of Hyperion in the residuals of Dione, Rhea,
and Iapetus. Finally, the orbital period of Phoebe might also be
present in the residuals of Iapetus.
The Cassini spacecraft will continue to orbit Saturn until late
2017 and more data continues to arrive. The astrometric positions published in this paper and the ones that will be obtained
in the future are going to be critical for studying the orbital evolution and origin of the system of Saturn.
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